RESIN
RESINSMART

Before your next supplier negotiation,
let RTi help you get ResinSMART
Do you have a
Resin Strategy?

Not sure if
you are paying
too much for
resin?

Do you have a
competitive resin price
or are you tied to
an index?

Every plastic processor in America has a sales plan,
preventative maintenance plan, a plan on how to take care
of your number one asset – employees, but very few focus
on the largest cost item in their business – resin. Resin
accounts for 50% – 80% of the total cost in a processor's
business.
Why settle on pricing data from current suppliers or rely on
indices that are often 30 to 60 days old and are not
reflective of current markets?

CASE STUDY
Annual Savings in excess of $3
million without changing resin or
suppliers.
Client is a leading North American
packaging manufacturer that uses a variety
of commodity and engineering resins with
volumes of 75 - 100 million pounds
annually.
RTi managed numerous targeted, multiplant and multi-resin cost reduction
strategies, achieving sustainable savings in
a volatile market without changing resin
grades or suppliers.
The client was then positioned to manage
inventories by taking advantage of market
pricing fluctuations, both in an increasing
and decreasing resin market.
RTi's involvement resulted in companywide savings on a monthly basis.

RTi's clients have access to real-time market info
because of our global network and 14 billion pounds
of transactional visibility. RTi is uniquely able to
determine and provide true market pricing for every resin
type, every day.

Find out why you can't afford to not be
ResinSMART.
Because we are in
the market every
day, you are in the
market every day.
Contact us for a
complimentary
assessment of
your resin
spend.

Our Partnership
OMNIA Partners, Private Sector is the nation's largest and
most experienced resource in group purchasing - delivering
unparalleled purchasing power and access to an extensive
portfolio of direct products and services in procurement.
POWER. ACCESS. TRUST.
omniapartners.com/privatesector
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